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[Acknowledgment will be made, under this title, of all books received, and reviews will be given, as near as possible, in the order of their receipt. Those, however, marked * will not be reviewed. Books should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief, Department of Law, University of Pennsylvania, S. W. Cor. Thirty-fourth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.]

COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. Vol. VII. By Seymour Thompson, LL.D. San Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney Co. 1899.


BOOKS RECEIVED.


AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. By WILLIAM MILLER COLLIER. Vols. II and III. Albany: Matthew Bender. 1900.

IN MEMORIAM—F. CARROLL BREWSTER. Compiled by the Associated Students of F. Carroll Brewster. Philadelphia: Allen, Lane & Scott. 1900.

MY MYSTERIOUS CLIENTS. By HARVEY SCRIBNER. Cincinnati: The Robert Clarke Co. 1900.


*CONSTITUTION AND ADMISSION OF IOWA INTO THE UNION. By JAMES ALTON JAMES. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press. 1900.


STUDIES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW. By E. STOCQUART, D. C. L. Brussels: Veuve Ferdinand Largier. 1900.

American Plan $3.50 AND UPWARDS
European Plan $1.00 AND UPWARDS

MOST ELEGANTLY APPOINTED LADIES' RESTAURANT AND GENTLEMEN'S CAFE

Special Attention given to Weddings and Banquets......